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In this paper, we consider the particular situation of a HVDC
link inserted in a meshed AC grid which have inter-area
modes at upper frequencies than the usual ones. In this
case, the standard IEEE (lead-lag plus gain) controllers may
not be efficient. As a matter of fact, in this grid situation,
the control is challenged by unstable zeros and system un-
certainties, systematically put into evidence. Two original
robust strategies basedonmatching a referencemodel using
LMI optimization approach are designed to provide coordi-
nated active and reactive powermodulation for the HVDC
link. They are based on a reduced order control model of the
HVDC and the neighboring AC zone which integrates the
dynamics of interest. Besides increased damping and dimin-
ished impact of the unstable zeros, this new control achieves
robustness against grid variations. Investigations with both
linearized and nonlinear model of the system are carried
out to settle and validate the approach. The efficiency and
robustness of the proposed controllers are tested and com-
pared with the ones of several standard controllers on a
realistic benchmark of 19 generators interconnected by a
meshed AC grid.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Electromechanical oscillations are amajor concern of today power grids. This is a problem of power system oscillatory
stability, as shown, for example, in Europe in December 2016when low damping oscillations related to themost spread
inter-area mode (at 0.15Hz) have been experienced [1]. When provided with supplementary damping control, the
HVDCs have a good damping effect, which can be used to solve the problem of low frequency oscillations between
regions. Especially, VSC (Voltage Source Converters)-HVDC transmission systems have the advantage to control both
active and reactive power. This provides the opportunity to maintain system stability through supplementary POD
(PowerOscillations Damping) loops of control for both active and/or reactive powermodulations [2].

Themost analyzed and controlled in the past were themost spread inter-area modes of the interconnected system
which are the ones in which are involved a large number of generators. They are at low frequencies, for example, around
0.2 Hz in Europe. Recent HVDC reinforcements in Europe (like France-Italy interconnection) are in the oscillation path
of inter-areamodes of higher frequencies, around 1Hz. There are also other dynamics of the grid in this frequency range
(see [3] and [4]). These different dynamics should be taken into accountmore directly than in classic POD controllers
(IEEE structures) andmethodologies for gain computation (like, e.g., [5]).

Unstable zeros in the system can bring some delays in the outputs of the system [6]. The appearance of unstable
zeros in a AC gridmodel which contains an HVDC link has been analyzed in the former research [7]. In addition, plant
models are usually subject to modeling errors and uncertainties. In our case, these are due to variation of the grid
operating point due to typical scenarios like, for example, generator and line trips, change of the amount of power
transferred by the HVDC link, etc.

To ensure robustness of the controls in the grid context and situationsmentioned above, the control model based
only on sensitivities of themodes to be damped against the gain of the controller usually used in classic POD controller
synthesis (e.g., [5] or [8]) is no longer sufficient. Themost advanced control methods use a state-space representation
of the plant (see, e.g., [9]). Current for small-size systems, such a representation is difficult to be provided in order to
capture the inter-areamodes of large interconnected grids. As amatter of fact, a detailedmodeling of all generators
(or dynamic devices) is needed in this case and standard model reduction (like based on balanced realization state
truncation [9] or Schur balancedmodel reduction [10]) cannot be directly applied because of theirweak rate of reduction
with respect to performances (preservation of inter-areamodes). In [11], an aggregationmethodology was proposed as
an alternative to focus on a given frequency interval which contain the frequencies of the targeted inter-areamodes.
This methodology has been used here to gather themodes to be damped and the other modes of grid whichmay be
affected by the POD controller into a small-size control model.

H∞ andH2 control are important and traditional advanced robust control techniques. They belong to a frequency
domain approach which allows the designer to settle a good trade-off between specifications of the control (perfor-
mances) and sensitivity of the closed-loop with respect to model errors and disturbances (robustness) [12]. Robustness
is quantified in norm-bounded uncertainty or polytopic uncertainty [13], [14]. The latter are integrated as constraints
in optimization problems that provide the controller gains. The latter problems are solved by well established and
numerically reliable LinearMatrix Inequality (LMI) methodologies [15], [16] . Advanced controls have already been
used to damp power oscillations with HVDCs. The survey given in [17] put into evidenceH2 [18] andModel Predictive
controls [19]. However, it is a well known fact in automatic control that thesemethods loose their efficiency in case of
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unstable zeros close to origin [9]. This will be shown in this paper for the case of the HVDC.Moreover, the existence of
the unstable zeros in the case of an HVDC inserted inmeshed AC grid was very recently put into evidence [23]. Their
location varieswith the grid disturbances and nonlinearities. The new control problemwith this combined specifications
(modes damping, robustness and cancellation of unstable and uncertain zeros effect) is hard to solve and not tackled in
the today’s existing literature. For this, we propose here a new control frameworkwhich consists in a combination of
aforementioned robust controls andmodel matching of the closed-loop.

Model-matching is a method to force the closed-loop to provide a desired structure and dynamics (see, e.g., [20]).
More specifically, starting from desired performances of the closed-loop (the specifications of the control), a desired
input-output (transfer matrix or state-space) model is deduced. The regulator is next synthesized to provide a closed-
loop input-output behavior as close as possible to the one of the desired model. This is an optimization problem
which can be solved in several ways, according to the type of chosen regulator (H∞, H2, ...). Two original H∞-based
model-matching controller schemes via static and dynamic output-feedback -Robust Static Output-error Feedback
Controller (RSOFC) andDynamic Decoupling Output-Feedback Controller (DDOFC)- are proposed here. They ensure
the aforementioned extended specifications, more specifically:

• damp high-frequency inter-areamodes
• overcome the effect of unstable zeros
• tolerate variations of the grid conditions (like load and topology variations, modification of the load flow, variation

of the volume and direction of the transit through the DC line, tripping of lines and generators, ...)
• toleratemajor grid faults (like severe short-circuits) which excite nonlinearities

For the synthesis of the controllers, Lyapunov-type sufficient conditions are translated in terms of LMIs. The
latter are constructive in the sense that the RSOFC andDDOFC gains are found by solving these LMIs. Full nonlinear
simulations in comparisonwith classic robust controllers are done for validation. For these comparison needs, strategies,
like LQG controller andmixed sensitivityH∞, are briefly recalled in the paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II formulates the power systems problem, main difficulties
andmodeling. Several robust control strategies are tuned in Section III. Model-matching LMI-based design is given in
Section IV for static and dynamic output feedback. Section V is devoted to validations. In Section VI the approach is
extended to the coordination of P/Q controllers. Concluding remarks are given in Section VII.

2 | POWER SYSTEM MODELING AND PROBLEMS FORMULATION
2.1 | Systemmodeling and test system
2.1.1 | HVDCmodels
Figure 1 shows a typical embedded VSC- HVDC that consists of twomain converter stations; one station operates as a
controlled rectifier and the other operates as a controlled inverter station. The two converter stations use bidirectional
three-phased (voltage-source) AC-DC power converters and are modeled as current or power injectors. To deal
with a computational method for transient dynamic analysis which enables one to cover the low frequency ranges,
two models (model I and model II) are used in this work. Inmodel I, the Electromagnetic Transients (EMT) modeling
and HVDC transient model of injections are considered based on [21]. Model II is a low-frequency one for transient
dynamics. Therefore, phase angle θ of the voltage source and themagnitudeUac can be controlled. P1, P2 andQ1,Q2
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are respectively active and reactive powers exchangedwith the power system.

F IGURE 1 HVDCmodel andHVDC inserted in an AC grid.

2.1.2 | HVDC link embedded in a large-scale AC grid
The studied HVDC link embedded in a large-scale AC grid is given in Fig. 1. The situation becomes particular when the
AC grid is highly meshed and inter-areamodes are of higher frequencies as the ones in Table 1. To damp suchmodes, the
proposed DDOFC is designed based on a well-chosen control model. As a consequence, the DDOFC does not disturb the
other modes are near in frequency of the targeted inter-areamodes and is more robust against the neglected dynamics
at higher frequencies. Moreover, the dampedmodes and the other modes are considered in control model. The control
model consists thus of HVDC dynamics and the aforementioned near frequency dynamics of the grid and is given by the
transfer matrixH (s) of Fig. 3 and 4. The benchmark proposed in this work sums-up these problems. It is composed of an
HVDC line (HVDCmodel I) in a meshed AC grid with order 724which consists of 19 generators (Fig. 2). Each generator
is equippedwith AVR and PSS controls. The full linear model is obtained by linearizing this model at a chosen operating
point using Eurostag software [21].

From the Fig. 3 and 4, it can be seen that themodes to be damped have high residues in transfer functionH (s). The
highest residues modes andmost participating machines of the full linear model are given in Table 1 where the damping
and frequency are presented for each mode. GE_911 and GE_917 are the most participating generators to mode 2
which are swinging one against the other. The magnitude of participation factors evaluate the contribution of each
generator to themodes. 100%participation factormeans that the corresponding generator is themost participating
machine in the consideredmode. From Table 1, it can be seen that the less damped (4.5%) inter-areamode is mode 2
which is at 0.88Hz. It should be noticed that the other listed inter-areamodes are at near frequencies. They are highly
damped (modes 6 to 10) or poorly damped (modes 1 to 5). Notice also that in this frequency band there are also local
modes like mode 8 (which is not an inter-areamode because it is related to generators (GE_921, GE_922) which are in
the same area). The pattern of oscillation of mode 2, the less damped one, corresponds to areas A and B indicated in Fig.
2.

2.2 | Control model
Two strategies are possible to design the control model. For the first one, a reduced order model of the HVDC and the
neighboring AC zone with around 10 state variables is developed from a full model with order 724. The secondmethod
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F IGURE 2 The benchmarkmodel.

consists in aggregation around themodes of interest, that is, the curve fitting of Bode plot with information of modes of
interest as given in [22]. This leads to a low order transfer matrixH (s) control model even in case of large systems and
was thus adopted here (numerical results are given in Appendix B).

The terminal difference of angles, ∆θ = θ1 − θ2, has the highest residue as control signal in our case and it is thus
selected as input of the regulator: y = ∆θ ([23]). It is measured by standard PLL techniques.

The output of the controller u isQ , the reactive power. It will be extended in Section 6 to amixed P/Qmodulation.
The POD is implemented as a supplementary higher (second) level control loop (see, e.g., [5], [25]) as shown in Fig. 3.

The basic regulation loops called first-level control in the same figure are to control the HVDC converter to fulfill local
objectives (like control the voltage, current and power transmission).

F IGURE 3 Control loops for the HVDC link.

2.3 | Classic POD and its limitations
The classic POD inherits the structure of PSS for generators as shown in Fig. 4. Its transfer function is
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TABLE 1 The linearizedmodel
No. Mode Damping

ξ (%)
Freq.
(Hz)

Mode shape (participationmag (%)) Residue
+ − ABSMAG Phase

1 -1.62+j8.19 19.5 1.30 GE_914 (100) GE_913 (32.4) 0.0157 35.0
2 -0.24+j5.53 4.5 0.88 GE_911 (100) GE_917 (68.8) 0.0181 83.4
3 -0.53+j5.29 10.1 0.84 GE_917 (100) GE_918 (55.1) 0.0129 -56.2
4 -0.40+j4.79 8.3 0.76 GE_918 (44.3) GE_912 (100) 0.0038 -33.3
5 -0.33+j3.29 10.1 0.52 GE_915 (100) GE_918 (17.7) 0.0121 104.5
6 -18.83+j7.21 93.3 1.14 GE_921, GE_922 (100) GE_923, GE_924 (74.1) 0.0034 14.5
7 -1.54+j6.55 22.9 1.04 GE_914 (100) GE_911 (68.3) 0.0125 151.5
8 -19.32+j6.47 94.8 1.03 GE_921 (100) GE_922 (37.6) 0.0117 118.9
9 -20.33+j4.86 97.2 0.77 GE_921, GE_922 (84.5) GE_927 (100) 0.0026 -168.1
10 -18.72+j3.35 98.4 0.53 GE_913 (33.4) GE_912 (100) 0.0072 136.1

HPOD (s) = K

(
Tw s

1 +Tw s

) (
1 +T1s

1 +T2s

)n
, (1)

F IGURE 4 Structure of classic POD, desired and obtained dampings (classic POD).

where K is the gain, n is the number of phase lead-lag blocks. Thewashout filter is used to reject the steady-state
component of themeasures output [24]. The POD parameters K ,T1, andT2 are calculated as the following [25]:

• i)T1 andT2 are calculated in order to shift the phase of themode residue to 180◦.
• ii) the desired damping is next obtained adjusting the gain K .

Values K = 2.5614;T1 = 0.4746;T2 = 0.0688;Tw = 1; n = 2were obtained when targetingmode 2 of the considered
benchmark. This strategy can be easily used for one mode. However, its multiband extension [26], cannot be fully
exploited in our case because this method requires that the considered frequency bands are well separated tomake
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sure that the each band is not influencing the others. Nevertheless, the only information used from the grid is the
residue of the targetedmode for damping. As a consequence, in principle, to obtain high desired damping one has to use
high gains in the control loop. This contradicts robustness principles andmay lead to closed-loops with limited or even
opposite results. Table 2 and Fig 4 shows the relationship between the desired damping and the obtained damping in
the closed-loop. Indeed, for desired damping superior to 6%, the really obtained damping increases from around 6% to
around 7% and after decreases.
TABLE 2 The relationship between desired damping and closed-loop obtained damping in the full linearized system
(classic POD)

Desired damping (%) 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Actual lowest damping (%)
in full model closed-loop

6.1 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.9 5.9 5.8 5.7 5.5 5.4

This means that, for example, a desired damping of 10% cannot be reachedwith a classic POD. Tuning for this value
results in K = 2, 56,T1 = 0, 47,T2 = 0, 06,Tw = 1, n = 2 and the obtained closed-loop dampings are given in Table 3. The
obtained damping for mode 2 is only 6%. From Table 3, it can be seen that the damping of mode 1 is improved despite
the fact that this was not the target of the tuning. This situation is not always favourable. For example, damping of mode
4 is worse thanwithout POD.
TABLE 3 Comparison of damping of modes

No.mode Damping without
POD (%)

Damping of modes
with classic POD (%)

1 19.5 30.5
2 4.5 6.1
3 10.1 12.0
4 8.3 8.1
5 10.1 12.4

To overcome these difficulties, advanced controllers are proposed based on a state-space approachwhich is more
performant (from the damping point of vue) andmore robust against the usual changes of the gridmentioned in the
Introduction.

2.4 | Problem of unstable zeros
In the control of non-minimum-phase systems (i.e., transfer functions with unstable zeros), it is necessary to suppress
the negative tuning caused by the unstable zeros and reduce the adjustment time of the system. More specifically, in
this case, poles of the closed-loopmove toward zeros, and thus destabilization inevitably occurs. Hence, the closed-loop
has limited gain margin when the open-loop transfer function has unstable zeros, which cause performances limitation
[6]. Thus, it is necessary to identify the unstable zeros in the studied system and to propose a strategy to eliminate
their negative effects. First, a benchmarkwas proposed in [23] to take into account a large number of structures and
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oscillation paths in order to establish a link between the parameters of the benchmark and existence of open-loop
unstable zeros. Next, in [7], aModified Zero Phase Error Compensator (MZPEC) was proposed to cancel the negative
effect of unstable zeros. The introduced MZPEC is free of the controller type applied and it can be designed with
the advanced POD controllers (i.e., Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) orH∞) to cancel unstable zeros to improve the
dynamic responses. However, it was shown that the position of the unstable zeros change during large disturbances like
the short-circuits. TheMZPEC compensator has difficulties to face such disturbances as well as evolution of themodel
like, e.g., cases of different operation points. Thus, more robust controllers are proposed here.

3 | LIMITATIONS OF DIRECT APPLICATION OF ROBUST CONTROL
In order to position the new proposed controllers against existing solutions, the LQG and mixed sensitivity H∞ con-
trollers are recalled in this section and used for comparison purposes. They are developed in our former work in details
in [27], [22].

All of them use a state-representation ofH (s) in Fig. 3 of the form

Ûx = Ax + Bu

y = Cx ,
(2)

where x ∈ <n×1 , y ∈ <g×1 andu ∈ <m×1 are, respectively, the state, output and the control input. C ∈ <g×1 ,A ∈ <n×n ,
B ∈ <m×n .

3.1 | Robust control
3.1.1 | LQG
The LQG approach (e.g., [9], [28]) proposes a control whichminimizes

JLQG = E

{
lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0
[xT Qx + uT Ru]d t

}
, (3)

whereQ and R are appropriately chosen constant weightingmatrices design parameters such thatQ = QT > 0 and
R = RT > 0.

The LQGPOD scheme of our case is shown in Fig. 5. The same kind of wash-out filter used in classic POD is added
and taken into account in the synthesis of the gains of the LQG controller. More specifically, this filter is incorporated
into the plant model H’(s) fromwhich it is computed the state-space (2) used for the gains synthesis.

The resulting transfer function of the regulator is:

Qpod = −Kr x̂ = −Kr (sI − A + LC )
−1

(
B L

) (
u

∆θw

)
(4)

where Kr is the LQ control gain and L is the estimation gain of the Kalman filter. Each of them are computed byMatlab
function lqr which solves a specific Riccati equation.
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F IGURE 5 The implemented control structure of LQGmethod.

3.1.2 | Mixed sensitivityH∞ with LMI controller

The structure of themixed sensitivityH∞ controller is given in Fig. 6. The standardH∞ optimal control problem is to
find all stabilizing controllers K (s)whichminimize the input-output transfer of the augmented plant H ′(s).

F IGURE 6 Controller structure of mixed sensitivityH∞ with LMI.

More specifically, the objective is to stabilize the closed-loop andminimize

�����
�����
[
W1(s)S (s)

W2(s)KS (s)

] �����
�����
∞

< γ, (5)

where d is the input disturbance, z is the controlled output, γ is minimum value of (5) over all stabilizing controllersK (s).

The state-space parameters of controller K (s) can be found via solving three LMIs. The target damping can be
designed by transferring the desired damping information to one of the LMIs (see details in [22]).
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3.2 | Performance and robustness analysis

Control of power systems is a complex problem because of the multivariable aspect and parameter uncertainties.
The matter may come with the change of environment (load or generation level evolution, line trips, etc.), ageing of
components, measurement errors, etc.. Parameter uncertainties make the values of the parameters deviate from
the nominal values andmay degrade the performance or even cause instability of the closed-loop system. In general,
these uncertainties are difficult to measure. From the control point of view, such variation results in deviation of
some elements of the A,B ,C matrices of the linearized state model (2) from their nominal values. They should be
counteracted by increased robustness properties of the controllers.

It is well known that there is a trade-off between the performances and robustness of a controller. Therefore,
in order to achieve the required damping and satisfy robustness, this trade-off should be investigated. Due to the
advantage of direct desired damping specification of mixed sensitivityH∞ strategy, it is discussed as an example in this
section the relationship between performances and robustness. Table 4 presents the dampings estimated with the
control model against the ones really obtainedwith themixed sensitivityH∞ full closed-loopmodel. All themodes of
damping higher than 6% (value which corresponds to the lowest damping obtained with classic POD) are presented. In
this table and Fig. 7, it can be seen that the lowest damping of themodes of the control model closed-loop increases
with the desired damping, but the damping of closed-loop for full model is limited to a maximum value (11.86%) due
to themodeling error. Thus, β = 167◦ (β is the angle of conics in left complex plane directly correlated with damping
ratio ξ = cos β2 (see Fig. 8)). One can thus first conclude that, in general, robustness should be improved by proposing
a better control methodology. Next, once the control methodology adopted, the synthesis of the parameters of the
regulator should be done with a reasonable trade-off between performances-damping in our case-and robustness. This
means that one should not try tomaximize the damping in order to have a good level of robustness. This means that
damping target should be fixed to theminimum acceptable level from the physical and technological point of view. The
robustness of the resulting closed-loopwill be thusmaximal in order to fulfill the other control objectives specified in
Section 2.

F IGURE 7 Difference between desired (control model) and obtained (full model) damping of the closed-loop.
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TABLE 4 The relationship between desired damping for all modes and obtainedmixed sensitivityH∞ closed-loop
lowest damping among all modes

Desired damping(%)
(Angle β (deg) in the complex plane)

Obtained lowest damping (%) in
closed-loop control model

Obtained lowest damping (%) in
closed-loop full model

6.1 (173) 8.16 8.25
6.9 (172) 8.35 8.35
7.8 (171) 8.37 8.37
8.72 (170) 9.24 9.25
9.5 (169) 10.14 10.14
10.4 (168) 10.89 10.85
11.3 (167) 12.23 11.86
12.1 (166) 13.14 10.88
13 (165) 13.96 9.97
13.92 (164) 14.72 8.97
14.78 (163) 15.52 7.59
15.64 (162) 16.29 4.51

4 | MODEL-MATCHING ROBUST H∞ OUTPUT-FEEDBACK CONTROL

It is known that themodel-matching control is a methodwhich uses feedback control to force the closed-loopmodel to
follow a pre-specified, i.e., desired reference model. To satisfy requirements formulated aforementioned, twomodel-
matching control design methods for HVDC systems based on the LMIs technique are now proposed: ROSFC and
DDOFC. Bothmethods use a referencemodel which is built from the desired specifications (damping, poles, zeros). A
feedback is next synthesized to force the plant output to track (match) as much as possible the output of the reference
model. ROSFC uses a static output-error feedback while DDOFC uses a dynamic output one. DDOFC presents also an
implementation advantage: the referencemodel does not need to be run in the real-time as is the case for ROSFC. As a
consequence, the final proposed control is DDOFC andwill be fully presented in what follows. ROSFC is briefly given in
Appendix A for comparison purpose. The DDOFC is introduced below.

4.1 | Selection of the referencemodel
In this subsection, the referencemodel is designed according to classic robustness rules (see, e.g., [9], [28]). To ensure
the desired performances, the poles of the open-loop plantH (s) are horizontally shifted to left in the complex plane until
getting the desired damping (over 10%) (in Fig. 8). The unstable zeros of the control model are also shifted to the left
plane. The other stable zeros are not shifted. The transfer function of the obtained referencemodel is given in Appendix
C. Dynamic responses given in Fig. 8 show the difference between the behaviors of the reference and control models.
The controller should be synthesized in order to fill-in this gap.

Let
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Ûxr = Ar xr + Br ur

yr = Cr xr
(6)

be one of theminimal state-representations of the referencemodel.

F IGURE 8 Referencemodel design and step responses

4.2 | DDOFC structure

As shown in Fig. 9, the DDOFC is a dynamic bloc feeded by themeasured output of the plant H(s). The red box in that
figure corresponds to a state-representation of the regulator

Ûxc = Acxc + Bcuc

yc = Ccxc
(7)

where thematricesAc , Bc ,Cc are thus to be computed.
The above output feedback implementation avoids state estimation. Indeed, for implementation, only the mea-

surement y = ∆θ is needed. The resulting closed-loop is the green box in the same figure which does not contain
the referencemodel. As alreadymentioned, this is an important advantage against alternative ROSFC presented in
Appendix A.

From Fig. 9, and (2), (6), (7) , the augmented state-space system to be used for controller synthesis is

ÛX = ĀX + B̄ur

Y = C̄X ,
(8)
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F IGURE 9 The structure of the DDOFC.

where

X (t ) =


x

xr

xc

 , Ā =

A 0 −BCc

0 Ar 0

BcC 0 Ac

 , B̄ =

B

Br

0

 , C̄ =


−C

Cr

0


T

.

4.3 | DDOFC gains computation for stability and robustness
Themodel-matching problem formulated above is equivalent to a disturbance rejection problem: | |Tur e | |∞ ≤ γ. Indeed,
if the transfer from ur to e in Fig. 9 is minimal, the model matching is maximal. The norm minimization problem is
commonly used in robust control theory and it is solved here by the following result.
Theorem 1: System (8) is asymptotically stable and γ is minimized if and only if there exist positive definite symmetric
matricesQ , Z ∈ <(n+nr )×(n+nr ) , non singular matrices Â, B̂ , Ĉ ∈ <(n+nr )×(n+nr ) such that the LMIs (9) are satisfied.



φ1 + φ
T
1 ÂT +

[
A 0

0 Ar

] [
B

Br

]
Q

[
−CT

CTr

]
∗ φ2 + φ

T
2 Z

[
0

Br

]
+ B̂

[
−CT

CTr

]
∗ ∗ −γI 0

∗ ∗ 0 −γI


≤ 0,

[
Q I

I Z

]
≥ 0, (9)

where

φ1 =

[
A 0

0 Ar

]
Q +

[
−BĈ

0

]
,φ2 = Z

[
A 0

0 Ar

]
+

[
BB̂C

0

]T
.

Once unknown variablesQ , Z , Â, B̂ , Ĉ are computed to satisfy (9), the statematrices of the controller are

Ac = N
−1ĀM −T ,Bc = N

−1B̂ ,Cc = ĈM
−T , (10)
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where

Ā = Â − Z

[
A 0

0 Ar

]
Q − N

[
BcC

0

]T
Q − Z

[
BCc

0

]
MT and NM = I − ZQ . (11)

Proof. Based onBounded real lemma [29, 15], the closed-loop system is stable if and only if there exists a symmetric
matrixW ∈ <2(n+nr )×2(n+nr ) such that,


ĀTW +WĀ W B̄ C̄T

B̄TW −γI 0

C̄ 0 −γI

 ≤ 0,W ≥ 0. (12)

It can be seen that (12) is a BilinearMatrix Inequality (BMI). To convert it to LMI, the variables substitutionmethod
based on [30] is used. Let the partition ofW andW −1 be

W =

[
Z N

NT ?

]
,W −1 =

[
Q M

MT ?

]
(13)

whereQ , Z ∈ <(n+nr )×(n+nr ) are positive definite symmetric matrices,M ,N ∈ <(n+nr )×(n+nr ) are full matrices and
? are unknownmatrices. Let

∏
1 =

[
Q I

MT 0

]
,
∏
2 =

[
I Z

0 NT

]
. (14)

FromWW −1 = I , it can be inferred∏
2 =W

∏
1.

In this case, ∏T
2 WĀ =

∏T
2 Ā

∏
1 , so that,

∏T
2 Ā

∏
1 =

[
I 0

Z N

] 
A 0 −BCc

0 Ar 0

BcC 0 Ac


[
Q I

MT 0

]
=


[
A 0

0 Ar

]
Q +

[
−BBc

0

]
MT

[
A 0

0 Ar

]
Q1 Q2

 (15)

and,

∏T
1 W B̄ =

∏T
2 B̄

∏
1 =

[
I 0

Z N

] 
B

Br

0

 =


B

Br

Z

[
B

Br

]

,
∏T
1 C̄ =

[ [
−C Cr C

] [
Q I

MT 0

] ]T 
Q

[
−CT

CTr

]
−CTr

CTr


. (16)
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where,

Q1 = Z

[
A 0

0 Ar

]
Q + N

[
Bc C 0

]
Q + Z

[
−BCc

0

]
MT + NAcM

T ,Q2 = Z

[
A 0

0 Ar

]
+ N

[
Bc C 0

]
. (17)

Thus,

Â = Z

[
A 0

0 Ar

]
Q + N

[
Bc C 0

]
Q + Z

[
−BCc

0

]
MT + NAcM

T , B̂ = NBc , Ĉ = CcM
T . (18)

Therefore, (12) are equivalent to (9) which proves Theorem 1.

4.4 | Uncertainty analysis in case of different operation points
In order to analyze and improve the closed-loop behavior in case of model uncertainties, different operating points are
studied in this section. They correspond to different disturbed grid situations which usually happen in realistic power
systems:

1. Inverse the HVDC active power flow direction and amount (from +800MW to −200MW );
2. 30% increase of the load of the terminal bus of generator GE_911 (the generator with highest participation to the

less dampedmode 2);
3. Tripping generator GE_914which is close to generator GE_911;
4. Tripping 4 lines close to the generator GE_911 (transit 213MW, 137MW, -41MW,-118MWon these lines at the

moment of the trip).

These cases correspond to the first class of the robustness issue mentioned before (i.e., the parametric case).
The behavior of the regulators in all these disturbed grid situations called robust operation cases in the sequel will be
compared with results of nominal operation case. The linearization for each robust operation case at an equilibrium point
is done to obtain state-spacematrices. The average rate of change σ of A, B and C state-spacematrices of each robust
cases against the nominal case are shown in Fig. 10. Neglectable variations (less than 0.8%) have been noticed for B
matrix compared to the ones of A and Cmatrices.

More precisely, if the nominal case state matrix isA = [ai j ], and the robust case statematrix is Ãi j = [ ˜ai j ], then the
rate of change∆ and the average rate of change σ are defined as in (19).

∆ =
∑
i=1

∑
j=1

��ai j − ˜ai j
����ai j �� ,σ =

∆

i ∗ j
. (19)

4.5 | Robustness based on LMI conditions
In order to enhance the robustness of the controller to face different operation points, or, roughly speaking, to ensure
the effectiveness of the controller, the uncertainty terms quantified in the previous section are considered here for the
control synthesis.
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F IGURE 10 Uncertainty analysis: average rate of change of A, B and C.

Then, the linear system affected by uncertainties is

Ûx = (A + ∆A)x + Bu

y = (C + ∆C )x .
(20)

Theorem 2: System (20) is asymptotically stabilizable if there exist symmetric and positive definite matrix P, some
constant ζ > 0 and scalars ε1 and ε2, such that the following LMI is satisfied,



−2ζI ζAo + P ζI ζM1 ζBKM2

∗ −P + δ 0 0 0

∗ ∗ −P 0 0

∗ ∗ ∗ −ε1I 0

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −ε2I


≤ 0 (21)

In this paper, thresholds ∆A ≤ 14.96% and ∆C ≤ 32.22% deduced in previous section are now transformed into
the LMI: FT1 F1 ≤ I , where∆A = M1F1N1,∆C = M2F2N2,M1,M2, N1, and N2 are known real constant matrices which
characterize the parameter uncertainties for the nominal matricesA, andC . F1, and F2 are unknown real matrices with
Lebesguemeasurable elements, satisfying FT1 F1 ≤ I .

Proof. The proof can be given directly from [31], [32].

5 | VALIDATION TESTS FOR Q MODULATION

The designed controllers are fully validated on the test system in this section. To easily compare the effectiveness
between controllers, first, the controllers are applied on the linearized full model inMatlab. Second, they are tested on
the nonlinear benchmark in Eurostag.
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5.1 | Linearized full model validation
In this section, controllers are tested inMatlab with linearized full model in the nominal operation case. Step responses
of angle difference∆θ with different controllers are compared in Fig. 11. In the zoomed figure on the rectangle region, it
can be seen that starting from the t = 8s , mode 2 is observable and its frequency can bemeasured from two peaks. The
DDOFCPOD and LQGPODprovidemore damping compared to the other POD controllers. The classic and RSOFC
PODprovide even the same damping as of the open-loop. In addition, from t = 2s to t = 4s , mode 5 can be observed: the
DDFOCPOD, LQGPOD andmixed sensitivityH∞ POD, which have less undershoot than the others POD controllers
provide sufficient damping for this mode. It should be noticed that, from t = 1s to t = 3s , mode 1 (with its frequency
1.3Hz) is observable (in the curve with LQGPOD) (see zoomed figure in themiddle of above one). This oscillation also
exists in the open-loop curve. Thus, it can be concluded that the proposedDDOFCPODguarantees a sufficient damping
in a wide frequency band.

F IGURE 11 Comparison with linearized full model.

The closed-loopmodes are shown in Table 5. It can be seen that, the classic POD improves a little the damping of
mode 2, but disturbs mode 4. The DDOFC POD, LQG POD andmixed sensitivityH∞ POD improve the damping of each
mode over 10%. To be precise, the LQGPOD gives the highest value of damping onmode 3; themixed sensitivityH∞
POD provides accepted dampings of mode 4 and 5; RSOFC POD decreases eachmode damping except the one of mode
5; the DDOFC POD satisfies the target damping of modes 1 and 2without disturbing the others. It can also be seen that
the proposed DDOFC POD fulfils the damping requirement.

Although calculating dampings of modes after linearizing their closed-loop systemswith different controllers at an
equilibrium point is an intuitive way to evaluate the effectiveness of each controller, the nonlinear dynamic features
cannot be evaluated in this way and should be excited by stronger disturbances as the short-circuits studied in the next
section.

5.2 | Nonlinear system validation
In order to test the performances and robustness of new synthesized controllers, the latter are tested on nonlinear
model with Eurostag software. Both nominal operation case and robust operation cases as explained in Section 4.4 are
considered. For all tests, a balanced three-phase ground short-circuit at bus FVLAR1-2 which is the terminal bus of
generator GE_918 (see Fig. 2) is considered. Because it is close to generator GE_911which is themost participating
machine in mode 2 (see Table 1), this disturbance excites the modes of interest. In the nonlinear test, much more
attention is paid to the generator speed, especially for themost participatingmachine(s) in themodes of interest.
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TABLE 5 Comparison of damping

No. ξ

open-loop (%)
ξ with

classic POD (%)
ξ with

LQGPOD (%)

ξ with
Mixed sensitivity
H∞ POD (%)

ξ with
RSOFC POD(%)

ξ with
DDOFC POD (%)

1 19.5 30.5 21.7 20.3 18.6 23.3
2 4.5 6.1 10.9 11.6 4.2 12.6
3 10.1 12.0 14.9 12.3 9.6 10.8
4 8.3 8.1 11.4 12.4 7.9 10.6
5 10.1 12.4 13.6 14.9 14.2 14.1

5.2.1 | Nominal operation test

A comparison between controllers of the nominal operation case is shown in Fig. 12.

F IGURE 12 Nonlinear nominal operation case.

From the zoomed figure in Fig. 12, it can be seen that for mode 2 (it is recognized by measuring the frequency
between peaks in curves from the 8t h swing), the DDOFC POD and mixed sensitivity H∞ provide more damping
comparedwith the other controllers. From t = 3s , there are the contributions of several modesmixedwith nonlinear
dynamics. It can be seen that the DDOFC, mixed sensitivityH∞, and LQGPOD providemore damping than RSOFC and
classic POD. However, from the 4t h to the 8t h swing (the period inwhichmode 1 can be observed), the damping provided
bymixed sensitivityH∞ POD is less than by DDOFCPOD. These behaviours confirm themodal analysis estimation in
Table 5.

In addition, the proposed controllers must have the ability to deal with different operation points of the system to
settle a good trade-off between performance and robustness. This is checked by the robustness tests reported in the
next section.
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5.2.2 | Robustness tests
In order to investigate the behaviors in the case of system uncertainties, different disturbed grid situations defined in
Section 4.4) are now used. The same short-circuit used in the nominal operation case at the terminal bus FVLAR1-2 is
considered to excite the dynamics.

Responses obtained with the same controllers considered above are now shown in Fig. 13, 14, 15, 16 for the
following situations:

• Inverse power flow case: In Fig. 13, the performance of RSOFC POD andmixed sensitivity H∞ POD are almost
the samewith DDOFC POD from t = 12s (mode 2). It can be seen that it provides more damping than the other
controllers. From the 3r d swing, mode 4 is dominant. For this mode, although the RSOFC POD controller dampes
more than the other controllers, its damping in the nominal operation case is insufficient. Notice that from t = 3s to
t = 5s , although the amplitude of oscillation withmixed sensitivityH∞ POD is smaller than the onewith DDOFC
POD, its curve has onemore tiny swing at t = 3.5s (see zoomed figure in themiddle). This means that themixed
sensitivityH∞ PODmay excite other nonlinear dynamics in the system. This phenomenon also appears in following
increasing load case. The oscillation with classic POD, in this case, is even higher than in open-loop. Besides, the
damping of the other modes is also decreased. This test shows that the proposed DDOFC POD have the ability to
handle the uncertainties in reverse power flow situation without losing damping/performance for all modes.

F IGURE 13 Reverse power flow case.

• Increased load case: In Fig. 14, from t = 12s (mode 2), the mixed sensitivity H∞, the LQG POD and the DDOFC
POD provide the same accepted damping compared with the other controllers. However, in the middle of the
curves (from the 3r d to the 5t h swing), the damping provided bymixed sensitivityH∞ POD is not enough for mode 4.
Besides, the overshoot of the curvewith LQGPOD in the first swing is not desirable. Although that the RSOFCPOD
provides less damping than the classic POD, its nonlinear dynamics in first two swings is acceptable. According to
this test, in increasing load situation, the DDOFC POD is still the only controller to satisfy all requirements.

• Tripping generator case: In Fig. 15, from the zoomed picture, it can be seen that, during the first two swings, the
LQGPOD along with classic POD even increases the oscillations compared to open-loop. They lack of robustness
to face these nonlinearities. The DDOFC, mixed sensitivityH∞ and LQG POD, from t = 12s (mode 2), have damping
advantages against the other controllers. In addition, from the 3t h to the 6t h swing where mode 1 is dominant,
DDOFC POD provides more damping than mixed sensitivity H∞, RSOFC POD, and LQG POD. For the tripping
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F IGURE 14 Increase load case.

generator case, the best results are ensured by DDOFC POD.

F IGURE 15 Tripping generator case.

• Tripping lines case: In Fig. 16, in first two swings of nonlinear dynamic response, despite the fact that themixed
sensitivityH∞ POD response is the most damped one, the damping for mode 1 (from the 4t h to the 8t h swing) is less
than the one obtainedwith the classic POD, the LQGPOD, and theDDOFCPOD. Besides, in the zoomed figure,
mode 2 can be observed and it is more damped with DDOFC than with mixed sensitivity H∞ POD and RSOFC
POD.Moreover, for mode 2, although LQG POD seems to provide sufficient damping, the oscillation in the first two
swings is even higher than open-loop. Thus, the DDOFCPOD is again the controller which provides the best results
in this case also.

Thus, among all these tests, the proposed DDOFC POD controller has the robustness to deal with different
operation points which also provides sufficient damping for each case. This control strategy is selected as best solution
andwill be next applied to coordinate active and reactive powermodulation as final control solution.
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F IGURE 16 Tripping lines case.

6 | COORDINATED P/Q MODULATION

As the VSC-HVDC link controls in an independent manner the transmitted active and reactive powers, in order to fully
take advantage of powermodulations to improve oscillations damping and robustness, the coordination of reactive Q
and active P powermodulation is achieved in this section. The same input signal as for the reactive powermodulation
controller is used in this coordinated controller. The proposed control approachDDOFC is applied tomodulate both the
active and reactive powers in this section. As the coordinated controller has one input and two outputs, a Single-Input
Multi-Output (SIMO)modulation POD controller is synthesized in what follows. That is, the input signal of this SIMO
controller is the samewith only Qmodulation POD controller (∆θ). The output of the POD controller is reactive power
and also active powermodulation signals as shown in Fig. 17.

F IGURE 17 Structure of the SIMO coordinatedmodulation POD and Comparison of SIMOmodulation PODs in
linearizedmodel.

The same Bode plot fitting methodologymentioned in Section 2.2 is adopted to obtain a reduced-order control
model. The controller design process is similar to the one explained before for Qmodulation.
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7 | VALIDATION TESTS FOR COORDINATED P/Q POD CONTROLLER
The classic P/Q coordinated POD controller is designed to compare its effectiveness with the proposed SIMOmodula-
tion POD. Its principle for parameters tuning is the same as the one used for Qmodulation.

7.1 | Linearizedmodel validation
The linearized full model validation results are directly presented in this section.

The step response results inMatlab of the closed-loop system of the linearizedmodel with SIMOmodulation POD
controllers are shown in Fig. 17.

First, notice that classic SIMOmodulation POD is more effective than only Q PODmodulation. Next, the DDOFC
SIMOPODprovides better damping than SIMO classic POD. Indeed, from t = 10s , oscillation is fully damped, which is
not the case with the classic POD.

7.2 | Nonlinearmodel validation
The proposed SIMOmodulation POD controller is also validated in nonlinear simulation with Eurostag in this section.
Notice that for this validation, the same short-circuit disturbance (same value and same location) used in Section 5.2.2 is
considered. The tests are also divided into two parts: nominal operation case and robust operation cases. The reverse
power flow scenarios of Section 5.2.2 is adopted here to test robustness. Results are shown in Fig. 18.

F IGURE 18 Nominal operation case and reverse power flow case with SIMOmodulation PODs.

The DDOFC SIMO modulation POD damp less the first 3 nonlinear swings than the classic one. However, it
provides better damping of themodes (can be seen from the 4t h swing). The classic SIMOmodulation POD amplifies
the oscillations comparedwith the open-loop system from the 2nd to the 5t h swing (mode 1). However, the damping of
target mode 2 is improved (starting from the 7t h swing).

From these results, one can conclude that the newDDOFC SIMOmodulation POD can significantly improve the
damping of target modes-especially mode 2-at more than 15% andmuchmore than the classic POD (less than 8% for
mode 2). Although the nonlinear dynamic responses in first several swings of DDOFC SIMOmodulation POD controller
are less damped than with only Qmodulation DDOFC POD (according tests in Section 5.2.2), the damping of mode 1 in
these swings is still acceptable (around 10%). Moreover, dampings of modes 2 and 4 are improved comparedwithQ
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modulation and this damping level is maintained in different operation points cases. This is confirmed by validation run
for all grid disturbed situations defined in Section 4.3 and presented in Section 5.2.2 which are skipped here because of
the lack of the place.

8 | CONCLUSION

Anew controlmethodwas provided to coordinate active and reactive powermodulation of aHVDC link in the particular
case where the latter is inserted into an ACmeshed grid. In this situation, oscillations are at higher frequencies and
unstable zeros were systematically put into evidence. This results in interactions with higher order and nonlinear
dynamics. Addressing the usual damping specifications in this new context was a new and hard problem. It was solved
here by proposing a newmixed robust model-matching control framework based on LMIs. More specifically, the control
was improved at the following levels:

• At the modeling level: a control modelwas used to capture all dynamics of interest in the frequency band of the
inter-area modes to be damped. Next, a reference model was built to gather all control specifications, including
cancellation of the effect of unstable zeros.

• At the synthesis level: a model-matching robust feedback was proposed to track the referencemodel in presence
of usual grid variations (line/generator trips, modification of operation point, etc) and disturbances (short-circuits).

• At the implementation level: the control was provided into the form of an output feedback in order to use only local
measurement of the angles at the HVDC connection points. The state-space realization of the controller can be
easily implemented in practice.

This new control framework allowed not only to obtain better results thanwith the classic POD tuning, but provides
also a direct way to establish the trade-off between performances (damping of the inter-areamodes of interest) and
robustness level (tolerate variations of the grid situations and operating points and disturbance rejection). This fact
it is well-known in control theory but was less exploited till now in difficult power systems applications, like the one
treated here which requires high level of robustness. The latter is achieved by well chosen poles and zeros shifts, in the
synthesis of both referencemodel and regulator.

Extensive validations were carried out on realistic 19machines grid situations with a grid professional software
(Eurostag). The results prove that the proposed controller has the ability to deal with the target specifications.

Future work will concern hardware-in-the-loop validations.

APPEND IX A: MODEL-MATCH ING ROBUST H∞ STAT IC OUTPUT-ERROR FEEDBACK
CONTROL (RSOFC)
The resulting structure of the RSOFC is given in Fig. H1.

RSOFC is a static output-error feedback: uc = Ke,where K is thematrix controller gains. It is computed as in the
case of DDOFC, by solving a well-chosen set of LMIs.
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F IGURE H1 The structure of RSOFC.

APPEND IX B: CONTROL MODEL (PLANT H(S ))
The transfer function of the control model in Section 2.2 is (22). n = 12. Coefficients are given in Table 6.

f (s) =
Ncon−1s

n−1 + ... + Nco1s + Nco0
Dcon sn + ... + Dco1s + Dco0

(22)

TABLE 6 Transfer function of the control model H(s)
i= 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4
Nco / 0.01504 0.08873 0.6758 - 0.8807 - 88.8 - 763.7 - 6857 - 3.609e04
Dco 1 11.14 240.2 1804 2.02e04 1.071e05 7.974e05 2.945e06 1.582e07

3 2 1 0
- 1.61e05 - 6.049e05 - 1.246e06 - 3.278e06
3.755e07 1.492e08 1.758e08 5.147e08

APPEND IX C: REFERENCE MODEL
The transfer function of the referencemodel is also in the form (22). n = 12. Coefficients are given in Table 7.
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